
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CIF PRICE 
Chicken PAW: $2,540 per Tons 
Chicken Feet: $ 2,530 per Tons 
Chicken MJW: $ 2,610 per Tons 

 Prices subject to change without prior 
notice, according to the offer and 
demand of the international market. 
 
Trial Order: 5 Containers either one  
Monthly: 50 Containers each part 
Origin: Brazil 
 
Buyer : LOI,  
Seller : FCO, 
Buyer : ICPO , POF (If required) 
Seller : Draft SPA/SOP 
Buyer : after sign SOP, Draft LC 
Seller :  LC open (Letter of Credit Irrevocable, transferable, self-revolving). 
Buyer : Shipment  
Seller : LC release 
 
Required Documents 
(Request:  Please state when each of the below documents will be made available for the 
buyer’s review): 
-A set of shipping bill of lading, including 3 originals and 3 copies, marked “shipped” and 
marked with “prepaid freight”. Original documents signed by the master, entrusted to the 
buyer. 
-One set of packing list with 1 original and 2 photocopies issued by the supplier showing 
contract number, seal number, container number, gross/net weight, shipping order 
number and date, quantity loaded, invoice value and loading pier.  
-A statement indicating that the slaughterhouse has been included in the list of the 
People's Republic of China Certificate Certification Supervision and Administration 
Organizations. 
-Supplier export declaration certificate, including 1 original and 2 copies.  
-Halal slaughter certificate, including 1 original and 2 copies 
-Certificate of quality and quantity issued by SGS with 3 copies 
-Certificate of Origin with 3 copies 
-Commercial invoice with 3 copies 
-Health certificate: 3 copies included  
-COVID-19 negative certification. 
 
Inspection and Loading Port Procedures 
Inspection 
-Supervision by SGS or its equivalent: Supplier shall ensure that each shipment has an 
inspection certificate for the amount and quality of loading and at Supplier's expense to 
demonstrate that the goods are in good order and meet the specifications set forth in this 
Contract. 
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-Each shipment shall be accompanied by an animal quarantine certificate issued by the 
Ministry of Health, certifying that the product is human edible when loaded and shall be 
considered final product. 
-Supplier shall instruct such authorities to conduct inspections strictly in accordance with 
SGS's International Chamber of Commerce (I.C.C) rules and to provide a report on packing 
conditions.  
-SGS, CCIC must pass the complete inspection described in the previous item and issue 
a certificate immediately certifying that the shipment of the assessed frozen chicken 
PAW, FEET and MJW conforms to the description, quality, weight, packaging and is 
shipped in accordance with the time and place of loading.  
-CCIC: CCIC (China Certification & Inspection Group) 
-SGS, CCIC shall be designated by the supplier at their own expense, SGS shall check the 
weighing quality inspection, packaging, and  certify that the frozen chicken PAW, FEET 
and MJW have been correctly weighed, inspected, packed and loaded into the loading 
point.  
-The quality, quantity and weight of the products inspected by SGS and CCIC from the 
port of loading shall be borne by the supplier. Each batch of food and hygiene safety must 
meet Chinese standards.  
-Suppliers shall conduct inspections strictly in accordance with the rules of the 
International Chamber of Commerce (I.C.C.)  
-The seller is responsible for providing true and valid test results of the loaded cargo at 
the port of loading. 
-The supplier is responsible for customs clearance at the port of loading and issuance of 
export documents. 
 
Load Port Procedures and Terms: 
-Monitoring and inspection: In order to ensure that the "parties" better perform the 
contract, the product is inspected and monitored from the port of loading until the goods 
leave the port of loading on time. Documents such as quality, quantity, certification and 
shipping orders will be inspected and monitored in real-time in the form of video and 
photos through social media.  
-Delivery should be CIF price (cost, insurance and freight), product should be shipped to 
destination port (max: 3 different ports), all chicken PAW, FEET and MJW should be 
delivered in refrigerated container, order will be shipped from origin port 
-Upon notification to all designated "Parties", the Seller ship before the date agreed in the 
Sales and purchase agreement, but not later than the agreed date, unless approved by 
the Buyer.  
-Delivery shall be made within the time specified on the invoice and adjusted to the 
quantity of the purchased product.  
-All deliveries must be made to Buyer or Buyer's assignee.  
-The Customs of the People's Republic of China now requires that before the goods 
exported from the country of origin to China are transported at the port of loading, nucleic 
acid testing must be carried out by the relevant competent authorities of the country of 
origin. The results of the test report must be provided to the buyer, and all positive 
reported shipments are not permitted for shipment. 
 
Payment Procedure: 
-Buyer issues Purchase Order.  
-Seller accepts and signs the P/O. 
-Seller and Buyer exchange copies in electronic format 
-The Buyer proceeds to establish the Letter of Credit Irrevocable, transferable, self-
revolving with its full value order.  A draft of the Letter of Credit should be sent to the 
Seller for review and acceptance.  



-Seller will advise if all clauses are accepted or amendments are required upon 
consultation with their bank.  
-The Buyer should amend the draft Letter of Credit and get final approval from Seller 
before issuing the Original Letter of Credit.  
-Seller will wait for the approved Letter of Credit to be received by its bank.  
-Seller proceeds to load the order quantity within 20 days and advise the shipment details 
to the Buyer.  
-Seller will submit the original documents to its bank and one set of copies of the same 
to the Buyer to review and initiate payment process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 


